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Grasslands/Rangelands People and Policies——— Land Use Change and Grasslands/Rangelands Tenure
Development of a of grassland property rights system must confront the fragile ecosystem
Luo K anglong1 A laTanBaoL iGe2
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Preface At present , the definition of a grassland property rights system should include�intensive" or �extensive" , and this haslaunched a fierce debate both at home and abroad . Mongolians rely on the customary law that institutional ownership is the useof the grassland , it is based on the ecological symbiotic coupling of the herdsmen and grassland , and building up theinstitutional guarantee . Such benefits from the use of customary law and ecological values have definitely the amount ofreasonability and inevitability . Therefore , in the development of the current grassland property rights system we must notignore or abandon this tradition .
Materials and methods We used anthropological field research methods , visited herdsmen and grassroots officials , obtainedadvice from grassland experts , and accessed historical documents .
Results and analysis Grassland culture must define property rights as the basis for the prairie . Advocated by the �intensive"approach to define property rights , which is standing position on the non‐grassland culture . They represent the views of eithertype of agricultural culture , or on behalf of cultural industries . Insist nomadic culture position , and strive to the traditionalcustomary law to identify the use of the grassland ownership , the arguments on behalf of the other party . The authors believethat the traditional definition of property rights grassland customary law is not in fact �extensive ." New grassland propertyrights system is not the essence of the �intensive" and �extensive" , but lies in the maintenance of herdsmen and grasslandecosystems of the coupling operation .
Defining property rights in any form , it must be based on a particular culture , and culture and the values inherent difference ,and its value is only relative . As a result , defining grassland property rights if requested inter‐cultural identity , culturaldifferences should be excluded from the interference and based on grassland ecosystems at the end of this ecological safetyfeatures and all arguments . Contemporary �intensive" property rights system is a kind of property rights system depends oncheap fossil energy input , and the privatization of land resources for the personal characteristics . There are four preconditionsfor its establishment : First , the constraints associated ecosystems of natural factors , its fluctuation range can not be too large .Second , the investment of maintenance of ecosystem steady continuation must be less than the cost in the use of resources .Third , the ecological system must have a high homogeneity in a larger context . Because of their relatively limited scope , we canrely on the community together to implement the system of co‐management natural factors . Fourth , within the ecosystem ofdifferent geographic regions the difference is relatively small , and this can be relatively equal to share land resources among themembers . These preconditions in the grasslands is very difficult to have , or even contrary .
The establishment of grassland property rights system , whose goal is to maintain the coupling operation between grasslandecosystems and herdsmen . Herdsmen live on �livestock" , ( the material world and the spiritual world) , so we must first havethe�livestock" . In order to be rich in �livestock" there must be grassland .
Conclusions Mongolia Construction of the Grassland property rights system must not be used for the so‐called intensivefarming , and should , as far as possible follow the original Mongolian traditional customary law . The state‐owned grasslandownership should be implemented by the State to establish the corresponding monitoring and the use of the grasslandmanagement institutions . Only in this way , can the efficient use of the grassland ecosystem and safeguard the property rightssystem also be a powerful support .
